LIFT LIFT LIFT ENTRANCE

RUPERT BECKETT LECTURE THEATRE

LG.15
LG.10

BANHAM THEATRE LG.16 LG.17

MAIN EXIT TO BAINES WING - PARKINSON BUILDING - EMMANUEL CENTRE
BAINES WING

EXITS TO
MICHAEL SADLER
BAINES WING
EMMANUEL CENTRE

STAIRS UP TO
PARKINSON COURT
& LEVEL 1

ENTRANCE AND EXIT

WOOLHOUSE
CLUSTER

LIFT LIFT

Computers Available Here

EXITS TO
MICHAEL SADLER
BAINES WING
EMMANUEL CENTRE
STAIRS AND LIFT TO GROUND FLOOR FOR EXIT LEVEL 2 FOR 2.08 - 2.10
STAIRS AND LIFT TO GROUND FLOOR FOR EXIT AND LEVEL 1 FOR 1.13 - 1.16
7 UP TO 11 VIA STAIRS
ACCESS RAMP
EXIT TO MIKE SADLER BUILDING
BAINES WING
PARKINSON BUILDING
CLAIRE CHAPEL
FOYER
WILSON ROOM

STAIRS AND LIFT DOWN TO EXIT

EXIT VIA STAIRS

STAIRS 10 11

WILSON ROOM

LIFT

CLAIRE CHAPEL
OLD BAR

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

SHOP

STAIRS DOWN TO STYLIUS CLUB

DOWN TO OLD BAR AND UP TO LUU FOYER

STYLUS CLUB

DOWN TO OLD BAR AND UP TO LUU FOYER

UP TO LUU FOYER

UP TO REFECTORY, LUU ROOMS, AND UNIVERSITY HOUSE

COMMON ROOM

ENTRANCE FROM UNIVERSITY SQUARE

OUTDOOR SEATING AREA

EXIT TO CHARLES MORRIS HALL AND LYDDON HALL

UP TO LUU FOYER

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT

LIFT
STUDIO 1

STAIRS DOWN TO EXIT

LIFT DOWN TO EXIT

LIFT

EMERGENCY EXIT
STAIRS UP TO STUDIO 1
LIFT UP TO STUDIO 1
EMERGENCY EXIT
Complimentary Tea and Coffee
Computers Available Here
Disabled Access
Disabled Toilet
IMC Information Desk
IMC Payment Desk
IMC Registration Pack Collection Desk
IMC Souvenir Desk
Lift
Main Entrance / Exit
Toilets